
Campus Council on Planning and Budget Meeting 
Jan 12, 2021, 11am – 12:30pm, via Zoom 
 
Present: Keith Nitta (chair), Jason Naranjo, Shauna Carlisle, Mike Stiber, P.K. Sen,  
Camille Walsh, Peter Brooks, Stefanie Iverson Cabral 
 
Approval of Minutes  

• Minutes approved   
 
2021-22 Unit Adjustment Next Steps 

• Chair summarized status of unit adjustment and reviewed Chancellor’s Unit Adjustment letter 

• Unit adjustment application states that there will be a line-by-line review, reasonable to request that 
CCPB be included in that audit  

• Next step, UW Senate Committee on Planning & Budget will review proposal before it goes to the 
Provost.  

o GFO Chair, Jason Naranjo, and UWB Chancellor will attend 10-minute review, via phone 
call, on Jan 24 

• Faculty bodies within UW College of Arts & Sciences and UW Tacoma Faculty Assembly believe 
faculty were not properly consulted during unit adjustment process and faculty voice was not 
adequately reflected in decisions made by administration 

• UWB was largest unit to participate in unit adjustment 
o Over half of voting faculty responded to survey 
o Plan in place to ensure process isn’t so last-minute next time  
o 0.4% of total annual salary ($106,000 annually) being requested in proposal, last unit 

adjustment was $139,000 annually 
o Funds split nearly evenly between teaching track and tenure track faculty  
o Is oversight a local issue to UWB? Or do we want to raise it with SCPB?   

• Chancellor stated hesitancy to commit further funds due to Full Professor Incentive initiative being 
considered which would be a $70,000 additional expenditure.  

o Competition for scarce resources.  
o Faculty were not consulted on this and administrators hesitant to move forward 
o Unit adjustment and Full Professor Incentive both funded with local funds  
o Funding unit adjustment and full professor incentive could tie hands for future recruiting. 

▪ Equity issues need to be addressed but need to keep funding minimum so that 
hands are not completely tied later. Need to consider “intergenerational recruiting” 

• Seems to be logic of plurality of survey respondents who chose target 
salary calculation that identified significantly smaller amounts of 
compression  

• Size of compensation pool selected by faculty in survey does not align with what the chancellor 
chose (.4% is smaller than the smallest option offered on the survey). This is because everyone 
identified by the formula chosen by faculty could be funded with .4%    

• Bigger discussion needs to happen around how well RCM model is servicing faculty needs  
o Under RCM, 70% goes to schools and 30% goes to central services 
o Need to examine what is happening with what isn’t used of that 30% 
o Need to ask hard questions about what is being centralized and not centralized 
o UWB carried over nearly 6 million dollars. Need to consider reallocation to schools  

2021-22 CCPB Membership 
Keith Nitta (Chair) – GFO Past Chair 
Jason Naranjo – GFO Chair 
Shauna Carlisle – GFO VC 
P.K. Sen – Business rep* 
   *Camelia Bejan sub for Autumn 2021 
Peter Brooks – FYPP rep 
Camille Walsh – IAS rep 
Stefanie Iverson Cabral – NHS rep 
Mike Stiber – STEM rep 
Wayne Au – Education rep 
Kristin Esterberg – Chancellor, Ex-officio 
Sharon Jones – VCAA, Ex-officio 
Gowri Shankar - VCPA, Ex-officio 
Segan Jobe – Planning & Admin, Ex-Officio 



▪ Nitta will invite Shankar (VCAP) back to CCPB to discuss further 

• Regarding internal audit of unit adjustment, what does CCPB need to do to get that done? 
o Form working group consisting of Camelia Bejan, Shari Dworkin, Keith Nitta, Shauna 

Carlisle (if needed) and trained auditor from Business (P.K Sen will identify someone)  
▪ CCPB will request to have this group be involved in implementation of the 

calculation and dispersal of unit adjustment funds in cooperation with IR 

• Nitta will provide memo to GFO Chair to bring to SCPB expressing that 
faculty are nervous due to previous discrepancies and, therefore, would 
like to be part of implementation team  

o Nitta plans to send survey results, CCPB/EC’s memo to the Chancellor, the campus unit 
adjustment application, and next steps out to faculty. What will the next steps be?  

▪ Request to participate in implementation of unit adjustment  
▪ Provide VCAA opportunity to update CCPB 
▪ Convene an analysis group  

• Investigate requirements for data sharing agreement  
▪ Consider gathering faculty feedback on how they were engaged during process  

• Outline a process, key points in which faculty should be consulted in 
decision-making in run up to making final ask to senate and provost.  

• Possible that process may take place at school level next time with EFCs 
as the focal point and CCPB being a sounding board 

o Strong interest from schools to have this be at school level but 
unknown if schools fully understand the implications of doing this 
work themselves. Could be complex 

• Important, for this unit adjustment, to communicate to Provost that UWB 
went through as collaborative of a process as possible and that the UWB 
application is supported by faculty 

o Agree but also need to plan for next unit adjustment. So, we will 
provide all of the info to faculty and plan for next.  

▪ Section 24.55 of faculty code says that we are supposed to consider salaries of 
peers when recommending adjustments yet we are not provided that data. It 
should be provided as a matter of course and made useful  

• Nitta will make recommendation to VCAA and VCPA 
▪ Nitta will draft an email summarizing all unit adjustment documents and provide 

links to full documents. Will send to CCPB as draft before it goes further 
▪ For next steps, do we want to indicate that we are investigating feasibility and 

desirability of having a school-level adjustment process next time?  

• Faculty may lean more heavily toward these decisions being made at their 
schools but EFCs are just getting their footing and might be 
overburdened. Hard to know how to gather the right kind of data that 
would support an optimal outcome.   

o Schools would be supported by SCPB budgeting staff to perform 
the duties associate with unit adjustment implementation  

▪ May be more comfort with auditing the process in some 
schools than in others 

▪ Needs to flexibility with implementation if at school level 



▪ Need to ensure faculty get fair wages, that schools don’t 
get shorted, and that a shared base is agreed upon to 
avoid in-fighting  

▪ Obvious that there is need for more conversation and education around the 
implications of unit adjustment. Should address this in the email that goes out 

 
Nitta summarized that he will draft a unit adjustment email, clearly communicating to faculty what was 
done, what was learned, and leave it open-ended that CCPB will continue to work on next steps   
 
Preparing for the Next Unit Adjustment 

• What reports or preparation should CCPB begin now?  
o Should GFO be working toward having more reports made available to faculty about their 

salaries? Could lead to people being irritated or demoralized but it is the truth and needs to 
be reported.  

▪ If we aren’t planning to do anything with the data, might just be overload 
▪ Faculty should have access to the data so that they can make informed decisions 

• May make sense to share at EFC level but there are some reservations 
when considering sharing with all 

• Concern that this will lead to EFCs requesting lot more data 
▪ Faculty salary data should either be public and readily accessible or private and 

inaccessible. Partially aggregated data does not show the whole picture 
o Other salary equity next steps involve the full professor incentive initiative. VCAA asked 

EC for feedback as to whether UWB should participate and, if so, how? This is coming 
from the Provost and is an opportunity for faculty voice 

▪ Faculty need to be educated on initiative first. Maybe a presentation from the 
Chancellor, VCAA, VCPA? Not clear on implications. Need more info.   

 
Nitta will send the following to item to CCPB for review:  

1. Memo to chancellor about unit adjustment implementation/internal audit and making formal request 
to be included 

2. Email to campus summarizing activity around unit adjustment 
 
 
Meeting Adjourned 
 
 
 
 
 
Minutes submitted by Dawn Moncalieri 
Meeting ended at 12:30pm  
The next CCPB meeting will be Feb 9, 11-12:30pm  


